
Changes on earth

Name___________________________ Class_________________ Date____________

Match each of the following terms to its definition:

Lake Landforms Plateau River

Mountain Plain Valley Glacier

1. ______________ - a slow moving large body of ice

2. ______________ - a large body of freshwater that is surrounded by land

3. ______________ - many different solid features formed on top of the Earth's
crust, some also include bodies of water

4. ______________ - elevated land that reaches high above the Earth's surface
and is larger than a hill

5. ______________ - a large, mostly flat area of land

6. ______________ - a plain that is higher than all the land surrounding it

7. ______________ - moving bodies of freshwater that flow into the ocean

8. ______________ - a low, narrow geographic area that is formed by rivers
and glaciers
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Changes on earth

Name___________________________ Class_________________ Date____________

Match each of the following terms to its definition:

Lake Landforms Plateau River

Mountain Plain Valley Glacier

1. glacier - a slow moving large body of ice

2. lake - a large body of freshwater that is surrounded by land

3. landforms - many different solid features formed on top of the Earth's
crust, some also include bodies of water

4. mountain - elevated land that reaches high above the Earth's surface
and is larger than a hill

5. plain - a large, mostly flat area of land

6. plateau - a plain that is higher than all the land surrounding it

7. river - moving bodies of freshwater that flow into the ocean

8. valley - a low, narrow geographic area that is formed by rivers and
glaciers
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